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Abstract— Video-on-Demand includes much wider services 

and opportunities. Today’s technology allows 

telecommunication network operators to offer such services 

as home shopping, games, and movies on demand. 

Asynchronous Transfer Mode systems allow the switching of 

any reasonable bit rate to a single or multiple customers 

among a large number of connected customers. The Existing 

PPV services offer channel packages to the subscribers. In 

this system there is an agreement between the user and the 

subscriber. Each channel package cost will be charged after a 

particular period of time. The existing system offers only 

channel packages to the viewer as per the PPV agreement. As 

this offers no flexibility to the user this system can be 

modified to offer full flexibility. We propose a system in 

which the total no of hours each channel is viewed is counted 

for a particular period of time, say a month. In this system the 

user is going to pay for a channel according to the duration he 

viewed the channel. An embedded system is outlined for 

implementing the scheme and part of it has been designed 

using verilog & verified by simulation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

PPV services offer channel packages to the subscribers. In 

this system there is an agreement between the user and the 

service provider. Each channel package cost will be charged 

after a particular period of time. The existing system offers 

only channel packages to the viewer as per the ppv 

agreement. As this offers no flexibility to the user this system 

can be modified to offer full flexibility by placing a meter 

inside the set top box. This system is used to count the total 

time each channel is viewed over a particular period of time 

like one month. We propose a system in which the user is 

going to pay for channel according to the duration he viewed 

it over a particular period of time 

First section I describe how a satellite system 

overcomes the problems in the direct broadcasting system 

and also functions of a normal satellite receiver. Second 

section, II describes the design and implementation of a 

system for modified PPV services using BF 532 and the 

peripherals used. Third section, III describes verilog models 

for the proposed system. Section IV concludes the paper by 

listing the advantages of implementation of the proposed 

system. 

A. Emergence Of Satellite TV System: 

Satellite TV solves the problems of range and distortion by 

transmitting broadcast signals from satellite orbiting the 

Earth. Since satellites are high in the sky, there are a lot more 

customers in the line of sight. Satellite TV systems transmit 

and receive radio signals using specialized antennas called 

satellite dishes. Early satellite TV viewers were explorers of 

sorts. They used their expensive dishes to discover unique 

programming that wasn't necessarily intended for mass 

audiences 

The dish and receiving equipment gave viewers the 

tools to pick up foreign stations, live feeds between different 

broadcast stations. Today, most satellite TV customers get 

their programming through a direct broadcast satellite (DBS) 

provider, such as DirecTV or DISH Network. The provider 

selects programs and broadcasts them to subscribers as a set 

package. Basically, the provider's goal is to bring dozens or 

even hundreds of channels to your TV. Early satellite 

television was broadcast in C-band radio -- radio in the 3.7-

gigahertz (GHz) to 6.4-GHz frequency range. . Digital 

broadcast satellite transmits programming in the Ku 

frequency range (11.7 GHz to 14.5 GHz). 

B. Functions of A Satellite Receiver: 

The end component in the entire satellite TV system is the 

receiver. The receiver has four essential jobs: 

1) It de-scrambles the encrypted signal. In order to unlock 

the signal, the receiver needs the proper decoder chip for 

that programming package. The provider can 

communicate with the chip, via the satellite signal, to 

make necessary adjustments to its decoding programs. 

The provider may occasionally send signals that disrupt 

illegal de-scramblers as an electronic counter measure 

(ECM) against illegal users. 

2) It takes the digital MPEG-2 or MPEG-4 signal and 

converts it into an analog format that a standard 

television can recognize. In the United States, receivers 

convert the digital signal to the analog National 

Television Systems Committee (NTSC) format. Some 

dish and receiver setups can also output an HDTV signal. 

3) It extracts the individual channels from the largersatellite 

signal. When you change the channel on the receiver, it 

sends just the signal for that channel to your TV. Since 

the receiver spits out only one channel at a time, you can't 

tape one program and watch another. You also can't 

watch two different programs on two TVs hooked up to 

the same receiver. In order to do these things, which are 

standard on conventional cable, you need to buy an 

additional receiver. 

4) It keeps track of pay-per-view programs and periodically 

phones a computer at the provider's headquarters to 

communicate billing information. Receivers have a 

number of other features as well. 

II. DESIGN USING EMBEDDED SYSTEMS 

A. Description of System: 

Main Aim of the system is to Count the time of each channel 

used in a period of time like 3 months and calculate the bill 

based on cost of each channel and amount of time duration 

used. First a Channel will be transmitted through DVD Player 

or any camera to the kit at the same time some identifier to 

Particular Channel has to be sent to the Processor, then the 

timer or RTC will start counting the time of the channel. 

When we are ready to change the channel, the RTC will give 
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the time duration of Channel in use, which will be stored in 

memory for reference. Next for Other Channels also the time 

will be counted and stored. When we play same channel at 

some other time, same channel identifier has to be sent to the 

processor, so that we can add present time duration to the time 

count of the same channel which is already stored in the 

memory. 

 
Fig. 1: System Block diagram. 

Finally it will display the channels used, the time played 

through DVD Player or any CCD Camera. 

B. Design Process: 

Main Peripherals Used in the BF 352 Board is RTC or timers, 

PPI and UART. In one side we are having RTC and UART 

peripherals are running.RTC is keeping the Present time. 

UART is having RX interrupt enabled, so whenever 

there is data received it will store in a variable. RTC is 

configured to generate interrupt for each second. In the ISR 

(Interrupt service routine) , RTC is checking the “Val” 

received on serial Port if it changes to the previous value RTC 

will store the RTC value in the location corresponding to 

channel viewed. 

RTC_STAT will be having time format in this 

fashion HH:MM:SS which will be updated on each 

Second.PPI is configured in I/P mode to receive the Digital 

Video from the DVD Player. DMA is configured to transfer 

the frame received into SDRAM for further Processing. EBIU 

is used to configure the SDRAM used to store the video 

frames 

The system uses Video Decoder (ADV7183B from 

Analog devices) as the Analog Front End. The purpose of the 

Video decoder is to convert the conventional analog 

Composite or S-video or Component Video to Digital Video. 

The ADV7183B integrated video decoder automatically 

detects and converts a standard analog baseband television 

signal- compatible with worldwide standards NTSC, PAL, 

and SECAM into 4:2:2 component video data-compatible 

with 16-/8-bit BF532 Contains a High Speed Video interface 

called PPI (Parallel Peripheral Interface) for connecting 

directly to parallel A/D and D/A converters, video encoders 

and decoders, and other general-purpose peripherals. 

 
Fig. 2: BF532 block diagram. 

We will use 2-wire Low Speed interface I2C to configure the 

Control registers of the Video Decoder. The BF532 Video 

Development Board is having SDRAM (MT48LC8M16A2 

from Micron) of size 128Mbits to store large data like Video 

Frames and Process them later. 

As the Processor having independent, Multiple and 

very efficient DMA mechanism, by using which the video 

data can be transferred to SDRAM without Core 

Involvement. 

C. Real Time Clock: 

Figures 2 illustrate the control register for real time clock 

interrupt. It may be enabled by setting pre-scalar (bit 0 in 

RTC_PREN). 

 
Fig. 3: RTC interrupt control register. 

The features of RTC are as follows: 
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1) It provides digital watch features to the processor. It 

Provides Time of day, alarm, and stopwatch count-down 

2) It is also used to implement real-time watch or life 

counter. It Counts the elapsed time since last system reset 

3) It uses dedicated power supply pins which are 

independent of any reset. It maintains functionality even 

when rest of processor is powered down. 

4) Primary function is to maintain time of day using 4 

counters for Seconds, Minutes, Hours, Days separately. 

Each of the 4 counters can generate an interrupt. Each 

interrupt is independently controlled 

5) Its equipped With Two Alarm features. They are Daily 

and Day-And-Time. Each has its own independently-

controlled interrupt. 

 
Fig. 4: RTC interrupts status register 

D. Rtc Interrupts: 

RTC interrupt may be issued based on 7 different events. 

1) Interval interrupts. Every second, minute, hour, and/ or 

day 

2) Alarm interrupts (single or daily). Single occurs when 

RTC_ALARM matches RTC_STAT. Daily recurs when 

all non-day fields match 

3) Stopwatch interrupts. The period of up to 18 hours, 12 

minutes, and 15 seconds. RTC Interrupt can be used to 

wake processor from sleep modes. 

E. Direct Memory Access (Dma): 

The ADSP-BF532 DMA controller allows data transfer 

operations.Without processor intervention. The following 

types of data transfers are possible. 

1) Internal or External Memory to Internal or External 

Memory 

2) Internal or External Memory to Serial Peripheral 

Interface (SPI) 

3) Internal or External Memory to Serial Port 

4) Internal or External Memory to UART Port 

5) Internal or External Memory to Parallel Port 

Interface (PPI) 

The following are the types of DMA buses: 

1) The DMA Access Bus (DAB) provides a means for 

DMA channels to be accessed by the peripherals. 

2) The DMA External Bus (DEB) provides a means for 

DMA channels to gain access to off-chip memory. The 

core processor has priority over the DEB on the External 

Port Bus (EPB) for off-chip memory. 

3) The DMA Core Bus (DCB) provides a means for DMA 

channels to gain access to on-chip memory. The DCB 

has priority over the core processor on arbitration into L1 

memory configured as SRAM. 

The different DMA transfer modes are as below: The 

Transfer Mode is controlled by 3 bits called the FLOW[2:0] 

bits within the DMA Configuration Register. 

1) Stop Mode (FLOW = 0x0).When the current DMA 

transfer completes, the DMA channel stops 

automatically, after signalling an interrupt if enabled. 

2) Auto buffer Mode (FLOW = 0x1). DMA is performed in 

a continuous circular-buffer fashion based on user-

programmed DMAx MMR settings. On completion of 

the DMA transfer, the Parameter registers are reloaded 

into the Current registers, and DMA resumes 

immediately with zero overhead. Auto buffer mode is 

stopped by a user write of 0 to the DMA enable bit in the 

DMAx_DMA_Config Register. 

F. Serial UART: 

An UART, universal asynchronous receiver / transmitter is 

responsible for performing the main task in serial 

communications with computers. The device changes 

incoming parallel information to serial data which can be sent 

on a communication line. A second UART can be used to 

receive the information. The UART performs all the tasks, 

timing, parity checking, etc. needed for the communication. 

The only extra devices attached are line driver chips capable 

of transforming the TTL level signals to line voltages and 

vice versa. 

To use the UART in different environments, 

registers are accessible to set or review the communication 

parameters. Settable parameters are for example the 

communication speed, the type of parity check, and the way 

incoming information is signaled to the running software. The 

Features of BF533 UART are as follows: 

1) One UART module 

2) Industrial Standard 16450 compliant 

3) Supports half-duplex IrDA SIR (9.6/115.2 Kbps rate) 

4) Auto baud detection support through the use of the 

Timers 

5) Separate TX and RX DMA support (Register-based and 

Descriptor-based) 

The UART Control Registers are as follows: 

1) Global Control Register 

2) Data Registers (buffered) 

3) Frame Format and Status Registers 

4) Loopback Mode Control Register 

5) Interrupt Control Registers 

6) Bit Rate Control Registers 

To Use UART we need to configure the followings: 

1) UART_LCR for No of Data Bits, Stop Bits ,Use Of 

Parity 

2) UART_DLL and DLH register s for setting the baud rate 

3) UART_GCTL We has to enable the Clocks Globally 

4) UART_IER If we want to use Interrupt approach 

configure this accordingly 

5) I used DB-9 Connectors. 
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Fig. 5: DB 9 pin connections 

G. Parallel Peripheral Interface: 

The features of BF 533 are as follows: 

1) Programmable bus width (from 8 – 16 bits in 1-bit 

steps).It has Bidirectional (half-duplex) parallel interface 

and Synchronous Interface. 

2) Interface is driven by an external clock. 

3) Includes three frame syncs to control the interface 

timing. 

The applications of PPI are follows; 

 

1) High speed data converters 

2) Video CODECs 

3) Its used in conjunction with a DMA channel. It Can 

setup 2D DMA (e.g., for video).It Can pack 8-bit bytes 

into 16-bit words for efficient I/O 

It has 2 Modes 

1) General Purpose Mode 

2) ITU-656 Mode 

In each Mode it will support Input and Output. As the decoder 

we have ADV7183B has ITU-656 Interface we are using PPI 

in ITU-656 Mode. 

ITU-656 defines the physical interfaces and data 

stream. It supports Bit-parallel and bit-serial modes. But only 

bit-parallel supported with PPI. It has 27 MHz nominal clock 

+ 8-10 data lines. It has embedded hardware signaling (H, V, 

F) and no extra hardware lines required and supports 

interlaced and progressive formats. Mostly PPI is used in 

input mode. 

 
Fig. 6: PPI ITU-656 input Mode. 

H. External Bus Interface Unit (Ebiu): 

It provides glue less interface to external synchronous and 

asynchronous memories. It has On-chip SDRAM controller 

(SDC) supports PC-100 and PC-133 SDRAM 

Asynchronous Memory Controller (AMC) and 

Synchronous DRAM Controller (SDC) arbitrate for internal 

bus resources and Shared external pin resources .EBIU runs 

at the system clock rate (SCLK). All synchronous memories 

interfaced to the BF533 operate at this frequency. SDC and 

AMC both support 16-bit accesses. True 8-bit read accesses 

are supported on SDC only 

 
Fig. 7: BF 533 EBIU Block Diagram. 

III. IMPLEMENTATION USING VERILOG HDL 

A. System Components: 

The VOD system has so many parts like service provider side, 

transportation system, and the receiver side. All the functions 

of the above mentioned parts are essential to achieve good 

QOS. The existing system offers only channel packages to the 

viewer as per the PPV agreement. As this offers no flexibility 

to the user this system can be modified to offer full flexibility 

by placing a system inside the set top box. This system is used 

to count the total time each channel is viewed over a 

particular period of time like one month We try to realize this 

billing part of the system by using verilog hdl. 
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Fig. 8: System components 

The system components for realization will have a counter, 

display device for each channel. The assumption of these 

devices is made by considering functionality of the 

components of True VOD system. The counter has a clock 

signal which is used to control the activity of the counter. The 

counter may be activated during positive or negative edge of 

the clock pulse. The control over the counter output is 

achieved by giving the output of the AND gate as an enable 

signal. The logical and gate has two inputs out of which one 

is always at high (logical one) and the other is left for the user 

selection. 

Whenever the user selects a channel for example, B 

input to the corresponding channel will be made high. As a 

result the output of the AND gate will be one which in turn 

activates the counter. The counter will count the clock pulses 

from the time instant it got activated. The count can be taken 

as output if a display device is connected to the output of the 

counter. 

The diagram has two major blocks for inputs. One is 

from the set top box and the other is from user selection .The 

other input to counter is the reset signal. Each counter output 

is given to display device in order to keep track the count of 

the pulses. 

Whenever the clock signal is getting forced and the 

enable signal is high the counter will start counting the clock 

pulses. After having the count of the clock pulses from the 

counter the bill can be calculated form the usage hours of each 

channel. In order to simulate the program and to verify the 

output model sim 6.0 is used as a simulator. After verification 

the same program is programmed into the FPGA chip. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The paper presented above described modification in the PPV 

services offered by various DTH services. The DTH services 

are offering PPV services now. In this system user is given 

full degree of freedom to watch any channel and also the bill 

amount will be made for total the no of hours for each channel 

is viewed. The simulation is done for the billing system using 

modelsim and the system is also implemented using BF 532 

for further applications. The system can be embedded with 

TV or set top box for commercial purpose. 
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